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ABSTRACT: We use parallel tempering Monte Carlo
simulations to search for crystalline states of a lattice model
of silica polymerization in the presence of structure directing
agents (SDAs). Following previous work where we have
discretized continuous space into a body-centered cubic (bcc)
lattice, we have modeled tetrahedral molecules (T(OH)4) as
corner-sharing tetrahedra on a bcc unit cell. The SDAs were
represented as quasi-spherical species with diameters of 6.4
and 10.4 Å to study the effect of SDA size on the resulting
crystal structures. Our parallel tempering Monte Carlo
simulations produce fully connected crystalline structures
finding the emergence of 3D microporous materials with
SDAs occupying the pore spaces and 2D layered materials with
SDAs occupying the gallery space in between layers. We have found that the strength of SDA−oxygen attraction plays a
significant role in directing final micropore structures. For relatively strong attractions (>1.2 kcal/mol SDA−oxygen contacts) we
have found only 2D layered materials; for attractions below this cutoff we observed 3D microporous crystals; and for no
attractionmodeling the SDA as a quasi-hard spherewe again found only 2D layered materials. In the space of 3D
microporous crystals, we have also found that using larger SDAs or a lower concentration of a given SDA generate crystals with
larger rings.

1. INTRODUCTION

Zeolites are microporous crystalline aluminosilicates that enjoy
a multitude of commercial applications in catalysis, adsorption,
and membrane separations.1 At present, over 200 zeolite
framework types have been identified;2 however, only a handful
have been utilized commercially.1 Zeolites are typically
produced via hydrothermal synthesis using silica and alumina
sources in the presence of structure directing agents (SDAs),
which promote the formation of microporous crystals as
evident by the presence of SDAs in the resulting micropores.3,4

The design of zeolites for novel applications through the
control of micropore size/shape and crystal size/shape has been
a topic of great interest5 with emphasis on elucidating the roles
of SDA species in the self-assembly process.6 However,
experimental characterization methods are not yet able to
generate atomic-level resolution of silica−SDA structures on
length scales characteristic of zeolite critical nuclei (5−10 nm).7
Molecular modeling methods8,9 are thus well poised to
complement experimental characterization by providing
atomic-level information on the roles of SDA species during
zeolite crystallization. In the present work, we perform parallel
tempering Monte Carlo simulations of a model of silica
polymerization in the presence of various SDA species to
investigate how SDA properties influence the resulting
micropore structures.

Several studies have been reported to elucidate the role of
SDAs in the process of synthesizing zeolites and other pure-
silica ordered materials.3,4,10−13 Important control parameters
in the synthesis process include composition of the initial
mixture, Si/Al ratio, pH, temperature, and type and
concentration of SDA. Gies and Marler14 argued that it is not
straightforward to separately study the influences of pH and
cationic SDAs on zeolite formation because the cations are
accompanied by a charge balancing species, commonly OH−,
which also changes the initial solution pH. To disentangle these
effects, Gies and Marler studied silica crystallization in the
presence of various neutral SDAs in aqueous solutions, varying
the size, shape, and chemical character of the SDAs. They
observed that changing the chemical character of the SDA,
from nonpolar to polar to hydrogen bonding, does not bring
any change in the resulting cage structure, suggesting that silica
micropore self-assembly is principally governed by silica−SDA
van der Waals interactions. They also observed that increasing
SDA size results in crystals with larger cages, with SDAs present
in each cage. Lobo et al.13 summarized the final microporous
silica structures obtained from a wide variety of SDAs observing
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that increasing the sizes of linear and branched SDAs produce
larger pores in both 1-D and 3-D zeolites, respectively.
However, a more complete understanding of the effects of
SDAs during the crystallization process is still lacking because
characterization methods do not as yet provide atomic-level
information on the dynamics of the process. In such cases,
molecular modeling methods may provide valuable insights into
the synthesis process.8,9

Molecular modeling of zeolite nucleation requires the
treatment of a complex mix of physical interactions such as
solvation, charge balancing, and hydrophobic effects, along with
chemical interactions such as silica polymerization, acid−base
equilibria, and heteroatom energeticsall simulated for
relatively long lengths and times with efficient sampling
methods that can handle potentially glassy systems.8 No single
model has yet to include all these effects, explaining why
simulating zeolite nucleation remains such a daunting target. In
1996, Lewis et al. reported a simulation study of a library of
SDAs optimized in known zeolite frameworks to predict new
SDAs for making target zeolites based on host−guest
stabilities.15 This seminal study established the approach of
optimizing host−guest interactions of putative SDAs in known
zeolite frameworks, which can suggest new SDAs but says little
about how zeolites actually form. More recently, Burton et al.16

reported energy optimization of various quaternary organic
amines in known high-silica zeolites to elucidate thermody-
namic factors that control the eventual zeolite phases found in
synthesis experiments.1,2 They found that piperidine derivatives
have a better fit with the pear-shaped cage of AEI, whereas
polycyclic quaternary ammonium compounds fit better inside
the cylindrical shaped cage of CHA framework. Although such
studies provide valuable atomic level details of the process, they
do not give information on pathways leading to the formation
of zeolite crystals.
Lewis et al. extended their study to force-field-based

optimizations of silica fragments likely to play a role in zeolite
formation,17 testing the stabilities of open-framework silica
fragments in the absence and presence of hydration and SDAs.
They found that both charged and neutral SDAs are essential
for stabilizing hydrated, open-framework silica fragments, hence
corroborating the findings of Gies and Marler14 that silica−
SDA van der Waals interactions are central to the formation of
micropores. More recently, Van Santen and co-workers
performed classical molecular dynamics18 and ab initio
molecular dynamics19 to study the stabilities of silica−
tetraalkylammonium cation clusters, finding that the cavities
in silica oligomers are stabilized by the alkyl chains in
tetraalkylammonium SDAs, again pointing to the importance
of silica−SDA van der Waals interactions. Despite this
important progress in our understanding of silica−SDA
clusters, the computational costs of these methods restrict the
systems to relatively small sizes and short simulations times and
hence do not provide pathways that proceed all the way to
microporous crystal structures.
The development of efficient models and sampling of silica

polymerization has been crucial for enhanced understanding of
silica material synthesis. Wu and Deem developed and applied a
Monte Carlo approach20 for modeling silica polymerization,
cluster formation, and nucleation. They estimated the
nucleation barrier for silica crystallization to be on the order
of 102kBT and the critical nucleus size to be ∼50 silica units.
Several groups have reported simulation approaches for
predicting libraries of hypothetical zeolites,21−26 furnishing

millions of new target structures for synthetic zeolite chemists.
However, these simulations usually follow topological rules,
hence deviating from actual molecular pathways of zeolite
formation. More recently, Pophale et al.27 developed a novel
simulation method for predicting the synthesis of SDAs from a
given set of reagents and reactions, which may be useful making
a target zeolite. SDA selection was performed following the
method of Lewis et al.,15 based on host−guest stability
simulations between putative SDAs and the target zeolite.
This method was experimentally verified by Schmidt et al.28

where they developed an SDA for synthesizing the STW zeolite
framework. Although this approach is computationally efficient
in generating SDAs for a given framework, it remains unclear
how changing properties of the SDA would result in a different
micropore structure.
Lattice models provide computational efficiency by discretiz-

ing continuous space into countable configurations, thereby
allowing the sampling of longer lengths and time scales. Such
discrete models have been successful in predicting the
structures of micellar solutions29−33 and surfactant−silica
systems.34 Recently our group reported a body-centered cubic
(bcc) lattice model of silicic acid to study silica polymerization
to amorphous nanoparticles and gels at the isoelectric point of
silica (pH ∼ 2)35 and across pH values and silica
concentrations.36 This bcc lattice model is inspired by periodic
DFT calculations on various dense all-silica polymorphs,37

showing that the cohesive energy per unit SiO2 is remarkably
uniform across this class of systems, varying only by about 10
kJ/mol SiO2. Jin et al. subsequently expanded their lattice
model to include surfactant self-assembly to study the
formation of MCM-41 mesoporous silica, finding evidence
for cooperative silica−surfactant mesoscale assembly.38 While
the lattice model approach makes the study of these systems
more computationally accessible, the lattice constrains allowed
structures that can form during the simulations. For instance,
the T−O−T bond angles accessible in the lattice model are
more restricted than those seen in nature. Nevertheless, the
studies described above demonstrate the power of lattice
models to elucidate the properties of disordered systems,
raising the question whether such lattice models may shed light
on crystal structures as well.
Specialized molecular simulation methods are required to

surmount free energy barriers separating amorphous and
ordered phases of a given material. Such methods break up
into the following two classes: kinetic approaches such as
transition-path sampling39,40 and forward-flux sampling,41,42

which build up accurate pictures of free energy barriers and
dividing surfaces separating amorphous and ordered phases by
sampling kinetically relevant pathways;43 and thermodynamic
methods such as parallel tempering Monte Carlo (PTMC),44,45

which may bypass free energy barriers to efficiently sample free
energy minima associated with amorphous and ordered phases.
PTMC accomplishes this by simulating several system replicas
at various temperatures and attempting swaps of configurations
between replicas in accord with detailed balance, thereby
simulating heating/cooling cycles that efficiently move
simulations between amorphous and ordered states. Jin et al.
recently applied PTMC to study the bcc lattice model of silica
to examine the feasibility of using PTMC to identify dense and
microporous crystalline phases of this model. Jin et al. initiated
all PTMC simulations from disordered states and demonstrated
that PTMC can be used to generate a rich array of crystalline
structures such as zeolite analogues, chalcogenides, and two-
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dimensional layered materials with this simple bcc lattice
model.46 Although these PTMC simulations do not necessarily
follow kinetically relevant pathways as discussed above, they
provide a way forward toward future studies of zeolite
nucleation. In particular, these PTMC calculations were
performed in the absence of SDAs, raising the question of
how the presence and properties of SDAs may influence the
microporous structures that emerge in these simulations. In the
present work, we extend the PTMC simulations of this bcc
lattice model of silica by incorporating SDAs to study their
effects on final microporous crystal structures. Our particular
focus is on SDA size, concentration, and interaction with silica
species. The SDA is modeled below as a quasi-spherical species
with excluded volume and van der Waals-like, near-neighbor
attractions to silica oxygens. We find that silica polymerization
in the presence of bigger SDAs results in zeolites with larger
rings, and higher concentrations of SDAs lead to zeolites with
smaller rings. We also find a relatively narrow range of silica−
SDA attraction values that lead to 3D microporous materials.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in

section 2 we discuss the model and its parameters; in section 3
we describe the Monte Carlo simulation technique; section 4
presents our results on the effects of SDA concentration, size,
and attraction strength on crystal structure; and finally in
section 5, we present a summary of our results and concluding
remarks on future research implied by the findings in this
article.

2. MODEL
Our model extends the work of Jin et al.,35 where three-
dimensional continuous space is discretized onto a body-
centered cubic (bcc) lattice. A tetrahedral molecule (T(OH)4)
is represented in a bcc unit cell with the tetrahedral (T) atom
located at the body-center of the unit cell and the hydroxyl
groups (−OH) located at four of the eight vertices, as shown in
Figure 1a. This model has been applied to study silica

polymerization35 at the isoelectric point of silica (pH ∼ 2)47

and the self-assembly zeolite analogues.46 The SDAs are
modeled below as quasi-spheres by imposing far-neighbor
repulsions from a single lattice site, as shown in Figure 1b. We
consider two SDA sizes as summarized in Table 1: a medium
SDA with a diameter of 6.4 Å, which excludes 59 bcc sites, and
a large SDA with a diameter of 10.4 Å, excluding 181 bcc sites.
We have recently applied this silica−SDA lattice model to study

silica polymerization to amorphous nanoparticles and gels for
various pH values and silica concentrations.36 In general, we
make the approximation of treating the solvent as vacancies on
the lattice, as we have consistently done in our earlier work.48

With three species in our modelSDA, T(OH)4, and
solventthere can be a total of six interactions energies. As in
our earlier work,48 we have set the reference energy scale to be
the condensation energy between adjacent tetrahedral mole-
cules, εT(OH)4−T(OH)4. In a condensation reaction, the hydroxyl
groups from two tetrahedra come together (via allowed double
occupancy by hydroxyl groups) to create a bridging oxygen
which liberates a water molecule, represented as a new vacancy
on the lattice created by the allowed double occupancy35 (see
Figure 2a). Each condensation reaction is assumed to change

the total system energy by εT(OH)4−T(OH)4 = −4 kcal/mol,35,49

representing the exothermicity of silica condensation, one of
the driving forces for silica network formation. We prohibit the
formation of two-membered rings as those would have a high
angular strain.50 As such, all fully connected silica networks that
can form in our bcc lattice model exhibit the same energy per
T(OH)4, broadly consistent with periodic DFT results for
dense and zeolitic silica polymorphs.37 This also indicates that
silica−SDA interactions will determine the eventual crystalline
ground states of this silica−SDA lattice model.
We model attractions between SDAs and T(OH)4 tetrahedra

according to the spirit of van der Waals interactions, following
the work of Gies and Marler,14 Lewis et al.,17 and van Santen
and co-workers.18,19 In particular, for each SDA size, we allow
attractions to bridging oxygens at sites just beyond the region
of excluded volume (see Figure 2b). We do not allow SDA−
T(OH)4 attractions to terminal OH groups because we focus
on van der Waals type and not highly polar, attraction types in

Figure 1. Representation of different species on the bcc lattice. (a)
T(OH)4 molecules with T atom at the center of the unit cell and
oxygen atoms located on the vertices. (b) An SDA molecule as a single
site with far neighbor repulsions; here SDA diameter is 3.2 Å. Red
tetrahedra represents excluded sites and green cubes represent
attraction contact points.

Table 1. Simulation Parameters Studied in This Work

variable description values

TO4 concentration (TO4/
box)

tetrahedral units in
simulation

32, 40, 48, 56

SDA concentration
(SDAs/box)

low 2

high 4
SDA diameter (Å) medium 6.4

large 10.4
SDA−T(OH)4 attraction εO−SDA = fεT(OH)4−T(OH)4 f = 0.1n, n = 1, 2, 3, ...,

10

Figure 2. Type of interactions in the system: (a) condensation
reaction between two T(OH)4 molecules; (b) near-neighbor attraction
between bridging oxygen and SDA molecule.
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this work. For each medium/large SDA there are 6/48 possible
SDA−O attraction sites (see Table 1). For each attraction site
we posit an attraction strength of εO−SDA ≤ 0; we vary εO−SDA
over 11 values f × εT(OH)4−T(OH)4 where f takes the values (0,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0), to determine
how the strength of SDA−T(OH)4 interactions influences final
crystal structures. Below we show specific results for the cases f
= 0.2 and 1.0; the remaining results are given in the Supporting
Information. Table 1 summarizes all systems studied.
To complete the specification of our model, we note that

SDA−SDA interactions are assumed to be hard sphere in
nature. In addition, all interactions with solvent (vacancies) are
neglected for computational simplicity, consistent with our
previous development of this lattice model.35,48

3. SIMULATION METHODOLOGY

We have applied parallel tempering Monte Carlo simula-
tions44,45 (PTMC) to study crystalline states of silica in the
presence of SDA species. The scaled temperature of the lattice
model (T* = kBT/εT(OH)4−T(OH)4) corresponding to ambient
conditions has been estimated to be 0.15 using a previous silica
solubility analysis.35 PTMC simulates multiple copies of the
system, each with a different temperature, and attempts
configurational swaps between (typically adjacent) replicas
with probabilities that obey detailed balance within the
canonical ensemble. We have used room temperature (T* =
0.15) as the lowest temperature in our PTMC temperature
grid, which contained 50 temperatures for all PTMC
simulations reported below. We have chosen the highest
PTMC temperature to produce a largely dissolved state
wherein the majority of T(OH)4 units are unpolymerized;
our previous study indicates that T* = 0.30 is suitable for the
PTMC maximum temperature.46 Temperature grid spacing was
determined such that the acceptance probability of exchange
between adjacent replicas is close to 20%.51 This was achieved
by running short Monte Carlo simulations of 5000 steps and
refining the temperature grid to the point where the average
acceptance probability is around 20%. We performed PTMC
simulations in a parallel implementation using the message
passing interface (MPI) protocol.
We have implemented the following three kinds of canonical

ensemble Monte Carlo moves (along with replica exchange
moves): translations, rotations, and swaps. A translation move
is made where any molecule, among SDAs and T(OH)4
tetrahedra, is selected at random and is attempted to be
moved to any vacant site on the lattice. A rotational move is
where a random T(OH)4 molecule is selected and is attempted
to be rotated to the other four vertices in the corresponding bcc
unit cell. The third kind of move is a swap where a T(OH)4
tetrahedron and an SDA are selected at random, and an
exchange is attempted between their positions. The acceptance
probabilities for these moves are based on the Metropolis
criterion.52 One Monte Carlo “step” comprises N translations,
N rotations, and N swaps, where N is the total number of
molecules in the system. Exchanges between configurations are
attempted every 5000 MC steps. Ninety percent of such
exchanges are attempted between adjacent temperature
configurations, and 10% of the exchanges are attempted by
randomly selecting temperatures that lie within a quarter length
of the temperature grid. The acceptance probability of
exchanging configurations at temperatures T1 and T2 with
energies E1 and E2, respectively, is given by44

− −
⎪ ⎪

⎪ ⎪
⎡
⎣
⎢⎢

⎧⎨
⎩

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟

⎫⎬
⎭

⎤
⎦
⎥⎥k T k T

E Emin 1, exp
1 1

( )
B 1 B 2

1 2

We have simulated a cubic lattice of size 8 × 8 × 8 unit cells
with periodic boundary conditions for 10 × 106 MC steps. The
system length scale is defined by the Si−O bond length of 1.6
Å, which sets the length of the simulation box to be 14.8 Å.
Table 1 shows the TO4 concentration that has been studied in
this work. For comparison, the dense silica polymorph β-
cristobalite contains 64 T(OH)4 tetrahedra in this simulation
box.46

We have studied SDAs with two sizes as listed in Table 1
the diameter of the medium size SDA is 6.4 Å with 59 excluded
sites and 6 SDA−O interaction contacts. Whereas the diameter
of the larger SDA is 10.4 Å, slightly greater than the ionic
diameter of tetrapropylammonium cation (9.0 Å53), with 181
excluded sites and 48 SDA−O interaction contacts. We studied
11 values of the parameter εO−SDA, and we considered SDA
concentrations of either 2 or 4 SDAs per simulation cell, giving
a total number of 44 distinct systems studied (see Table 1 for a
detailed summary), each simulated at 50 temperatures on the
PTMC grid. These simulations produced 10 distinct crystalline
microporous structures with three-dimensional connectivity
and another roughly 10 two-dimensional layered materials. The
layered materials that form in our simulations are all composed
of fully connected (i.e., all Q4) silica, in contrast to many
synthesized layered materials that are stabilized by terminal
silanols. Because of the stochastic nature of these simulations, a
consistent final structure is not always observed at each of the
temperature values on the PTMC grid. However, to study the
effects of SDA size, and SDA concentration on the final
structure, the most frequently occurring structures on the
PTMC grid were selected. All the structures discovered through
this materials discovery platform are shown in the Supporting
Information, including the conditions found in our PTMC
simulations that produced each material.
We have characterized the materials resulting from our

simulations based on their ring size distributions (RSD), where
the ring size is defined as the total number of T atoms present
in a given ring. We have used the R.I.N.G.S. package54 to
compute the total number of primitive rings55 in each crystal
structure.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we show the results of several PTMC simulations of silica
polymerization around SDAs with various SDA concentrations,
sizes, and interaction strengths to determine how SDA
properties influence final silica crystalline structures. In
particular, we have studied the influence of SDA concentration
by considering 2 and 4 SDAs per simulation cell for both
medium (M) and large (L) SDAs, giving the following four
systems: 2M, 2L, 4M, and 4L. We found in our PTMC
simulations that the 4L system produces exclusively partially
condensed two-dimensional layered structures, while we are
predominantly interested in studying three-dimensional micro-
porous networks characterized by their distribution of rings
(ring-size distribution or RSD). As such, we show below 2 and
4 M systems (with εO−SDA = 0.2 × εT(OH)4−T(OH)4) to study the
effect of SDA concentration on RSDs; we then show the
comparison between 2 M and 2L systems (same εO−SDA value)
to study the effect of SDA size on RSDs. Finally, we show
PTMC results for the 2 M system with εO−SDA/εT(OH)4−T(OH)4 =
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1.0 to investigate the effect of SDA interaction strength. The
crystalline frameworks obtained for all other systems are given
in the Supporting Information.
We begin by illustrating various configurations from a PTMC

simulation at T* = 0.15 with 32 T(OH)4, 2 medium SDAs
(DSDA = 6.4 Å), and εO−SDA = 0.2εT(OH)4−T(OH)4 (see Figure 3).
The simulation began by placing all species at random locations
on the lattice, as shown in Figure 3a. Figure 3b shows the
emergence of a two-dimensional layered material, observed
after 2 × 106 MC steps. In such a configuration, all tetrahedra
are fully condensed and the SDAs occupy the space between
the layers. The maximum SDA−O interaction contacts per

SDA is 1 for this 2D material. Figure 3c provides a system
snapshot after 10 × 106 MC steps, where we observe a three-
dimensional microporous crystal. In this configuration the
maximum number of SDA−O interaction contact per SDA is 4,
which is lower in energy than the 2D structure, making it the
thermodynamically favorable configuration. A 2 × 2 × 2
periodic extension of this material is shown in Figure 4 from
three perspectives, revealing that the SDAs are present inside
the micropores. This particular framework was not observed in
the absence of SDA molecules,46 which suggests that the
presence of these SDAs has directed the formation of this
framework.

Figure 3. Snapshots during PTMC with T* = 0.15, 32 T(OH)4, 2 medium SDAs (DSDA = 6.4 Å), and εO−SDA = 0.2εT(OH)4−T(OH)4: (a) initially

random configuration; (b) two-dimensional material observed after 2 × 106 MC steps; (c) three-dimensional microporous crystal observed after 10
× 106 MC steps.

Figure 4. The 2 × 2 × 2 periodic extension of Figure 3c showing SDAs in the micropores: (a) plane ⟨001⟩; (b) plane ⟨110⟩; (c) plane ⟨110⟩.

Figure 5.Microporous crystalline material observed with 48 T(OH)4 and 2 medium SDAs (DSDA = 6.4 Å), shown as 2 × 2 × 2 periodic extension of
the simulation box: (a) plane ⟨011⟩; (b) plane ⟨101⟩; (c) plane ⟨100⟩.

Figure 6.Microporous crystalline material observed with 48 T(OH)4 and 4 medium SDAs (DSDA = 6.4 Å), shown as 2 × 2 × 2 periodic extension of
the simulation box: (a) plane ⟨110⟩; (b) plane ⟨100⟩; (c) plane ⟨110⟩.
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Effect of SDA Concentration. We have observed that
decreasing the TO4 concentration keeping SDA concentration
fixed has the same effect on RSD as that of increasing the SDA
concentration keeping TO4 units fixed. Therefore, in this work
we only discuss the effect of change in SDA concentration.
Here we compare 2 and 4 medium SDA systems (εO−SDA = 0.2
× εT(OH)4−T(OH)4) to study the effects of SDA concentration on
RSDs. Figures 5 and 6 show the microporous frameworks that
arise from PTMC simulations with 2 and 4 medium SDAs,
respectively. In Figure 7 we show the ring size distributions for

both structures. Figure 7 shows that silica polymerization
around 2 medium SDAs produces rather large rings containing
in excess of 18 T atoms; these are likely artifacts of the bcc
lattice model. Figure 7 also shows that increasing the SDA
concentration to 4 medium SDAs produces a microporous
framework with smaller rings, all with 12 or fewer T atoms. We
rationalize this trend in terms of the assembly of frameworks
that optimize SDA−O contacts, considering that all fully
connected silica networks exhibit the same silica energy in our
model. Having more SDAs in the simulation cell provides the
opportunity for lowering the system energy by building
microporous frameworks with more such SDA−O contacts.
Indeed, the average SDA−O interaction contacts increase from
4 to 16 for 2 and 4 medium SDAs, respectively. This increase in
average contacts result in the formation of a more compact
microporous framework in Figure 6 with smaller rings than
those in Figure 5.

Effect of SDA Size. Here we show the comparison of
microporous frameworks that arise from PTMC with 2 medium
SDAs (6.4 Å) and 2 large SDAs (10.4 Å), respectively, as
shown in Figures 5 and 8. The ring size distributions for these
two frameworks are shown in Figure 9, which once again shows

rather larger rings in both structures. Figure 9 shows
qualitatively that using the larger SDA pushes the ring size
distribution to deplete smaller rings in favor of larger ones.
While this findingthat bigger SDAs produce more large
ringsmakes intuitive sense from the standpoint of templating
and molecular fit, we can analyze these results from an
energetic standpoint as well. In particular, we find that the
average SDA−O interaction contact is 4 for micropore
structure for with medium SDA (Figure 5) and is 24 for the
structure formed around the large SDA (Figure 8). Such a
change in SDA−O interaction contacts is consistent with that
seen above when changing SDA concentration. However, while
increasing SDA concentration and size both lead to increased
SDA−O contacts, such enhanced attractions lead to opposite
trends in ring size: smaller rings for higher SDA concentration
and larger rings for larger SDA size. These model predictions
are qualitatively consistent with the experimental findings of
Gies and Marler,14 who found in the synthesis of pure-silica
caged materials that using larger SDAs produces materials with
larger rings and cages. It will be interesting to see if this general
trend holds in our future studies with structured SDAs.

Figure 7. Ring size distributions for micropore structures shown in
Figure 5 (2 medium SDAs) and Figure 6 (4 medium SDAs), showing
that increasing SDA concentration produces frameworks with smaller
rings to optimize SDA−T(OH)4 attractions.

Figure 8. Microporous crystalline material observed with 48 T(OH)4 and 2 large SDAs (DSDA = 10.4 Å), shown as 2 × 2 × 2 periodic extension of
the simulation box: (a) plane ⟨101⟩; (b) plane ⟨100⟩; (c) plane ⟨101⟩.

Figure 9. Ring size distributions for micropore structures shown in
Figure 5 (2 medium SDAs) and Figure 8 (2 large SDAs), showing that
increasing SDA size produces a framework with fewer smaller rings
and more large rings, driven by the combination of molecular fit and
optimizing SDA−O attractions.
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Effect of Silica−SDA Attraction Strength. Here we
discuss PTMC simulation results from varying silica−SDA
attraction strength through the parameter εO−SDA, which was
varied over 11 values of f × εT(OH)4−T(OH)4 ( f = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3,
0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0). Below we show results with
2 medium SDAs from the extreme case of f = 1; the remaining
results are shown in the Supporting Information. Figure 10
shows that PTMC with very strong silica−SDA attractions
(εO−SDA = εT(OH)4−T(OH)4, i.e., f = 1) produces a two-
dimensional layered material with SDAs positioned in the
galleries between silica layers, in analogy with the structures of
pillared clays.56 In general, we have observed that three-
dimensionally connected microporous materials arise in our
PTMC simulations only in a relatively narrow range of silica−
SDA attractions, characterized by 0 < |εO−SDA | ≤
0.3|εT(OH)4−T(OH)4|; for stronger attractions such as those in
Figure 10 we observe only layered materials. Although the
average SDA−O interaction contact per SDA is 5, the SDA is
strongly attracted to oxygens, making the 2D materials in
Figure 10 the thermodynamic stable state. This transition from
3D to 2D architectures with increasing |εO−SDA| is driven by the
optimization of silica−SDA attractions via flattened pore
structures. We note that in the particularly interesting case of
εO−SDA = 0, in which the SDA species act simply as hard quasi-
spheres, PTMC produces only layered materials, implying that
silica−SDA attractions are essential for the formation of fully
connected microporous frameworks. We find it remarkable that
there is such a relatively narrow range of such attractionsa
“Goldilocks” scenariothat produces 3D microporous materi-
als.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have applied PTMC simulations to search for
crystalline states of a lattice model of silica polymerization in
the presence of structure directing agents (SDAs). Consistent
with our previous work, we have modeled silica monomers
[Si(OH)4] as corner-sharing tetrahedra in the bcc unit cell, with
each Si atom at the body center and OH groups on one of two
possible sets of tetrahedral vertices. SDAs were modeled as
quasi-spheres with diameters of 6.4 and 10.4 Å. To mimic
silica−SDA van der Waals interactions, silica−SDA attractions
are allowed in lattice sites just outside the region of SDA
excluded volume. Silica polymerization is represented through
condensation processes, modeled through the double occu-
pancy by terminal OH groups producing a new bridging
oxygen. We have implemented parallel tempering Monte Carlo
with a grid of 50 temperatures, allowing these simulations to
pass efficiently from disordered initial silica−SDA conditions to
crystalline silica materials with structures driven in part by the
properties of the SDAs. We have varied SDA concentration,

size, and attraction strength to silica to determine how these
SDA properties affect the final crystalline silica structures.
These PTMC simulations have produced 3D microporous

materials and 2D layered materials with SDAs occupying the
pore and gallery spaces, respectively. We observed 3D
microporous materials that were not found in the absence of
SDAs, suggesting a structure directing affect in our simulations.
We have observed more 2D structures than 3D structures over
the temperature range studied, which may suggest that there
could be more pathways leading to 2D structures than those
leading to 3D in our model. We have discovered a remarkably
narrow range of silica−SDA attraction values (≤1.2 kcal/mol
SDA−oxygen contacts) that produces 3D microporous
materials. Otherwise, for either no silica−SDA attraction or
too strong an attraction, 2D layered materials were obtained
from PTMC. When considering only 3D microporous
materials, we have found that decreasing SDA concentration
and increasing SDA size both lead to materials with smaller
rings shifted to larger rings in the ring size distributions, driven
in our simulations by optimization of silica−SDA attractions.
This simulation study raises many intriguing avenues for

future work. We plan to compare our present results from
quasi-spherical SDAs to those for structured SDAs such as
tetraalkylammonium species, whose tetrahedral structures are
easily accommodated on the bcc lattice. Through such
comparisons we may discover the effects of SDA structure on
micropore structure. We also plan to compare our PTMC
resultswhich may not follow kinetically relevant pathways
to those from methods such as forward-flux sampling41,42 to
determine the nature of kinetically relevant pathways and if
such pathways may produce different micropore crystalline
structures. Such a comparison will begin to suggest whether all-
silica zeolite formation is principally controlled by thermody-
namics or kinetics. Although the present study does not yet
answer the question as to how all-silica zeolites crystallize, our
present results do provide an important direction forward for
answering such an important question. Such studies will
represent a significant step forward in understanding the
synthesis of crystalline microporous materials such as all-silica
zeolites.
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